
Our Purpose: People, Potential, Planet  - Growing a community of successful lifelong learners

MINUTES OF MARAETAI BEACH SCHOOL BOARD MEETING
via Zoom

On TUESDAY 5 April 2022, 7.00pm

Present: Mark Keenan (MK) (Principal)
Maria Lamberto Calvo (MLC)
Tristan Gilchrist (TG - Minutes Secretary)
Simon MacKechnie (SM)
Vonja Young (VY)
Simone Beesley (SB)
Robyn Krawitz (RK) (Staff Rep)
Damian Powley (DP)

Apologies:
Visitors: Steve Harper-Travers

Kate Deane

1 Open and Welcome Follow up

a) MLC opened and welcomed everyone to the meeting at 7.02pm.

b) MLC requested any conflict of interest declaration based on agenda.

c) DP opened the meeting with a karakia

2 and 3 Strategic discussions and decisions Follow up
Schoolwide PLD - SHT and Learner Capabilities - KD
Presentation
Discussion with regards to the PLD planned for staff throughout 2022.  Will be great for all
curriculum areas as we change the way we teach, assist each other through coaching, and ensure
there is more depth in our teaching.  There is a mind shift in the way we are teaching, especially
with the all-ability groups in maths.

Exploring how we can support learning and everyday life skills; how our students see themselves.
This is from a Kahui Ako and MBS based view.  Discovery time will really assist with the learner
capabilities, especially as the students progress throughout the school.

mailto:sharper-travers@maraetaibeach.school.nz
mailto:rkrawitz@maraetaibeach.school.nz
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1BjOz8L9Or6ex29w1nGpJBi82-gg_4Xs8QJfghw3s_R8/edit?usp=sharing
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We are very privileged  that SHT was able to secure us the funding to employ Sue Pine’s PLD
programme for MBS.
Our results last year were lower than expected, however this year the take up and enthusiasm is
there again.  It may still take until next year to see the big shift after the last couple of years.

Special Programmes and Learning Support - RK
Presentation
Lexia - online reading and writing programme to support development
The analysis of our programmes identifies whether we have the correct students in each group
and whether they might benefit from a different group instead of / as well as.  We are trying not
to remove students from too much class time so the groups we run are targeted.
The Stretch groups for maths run for the whole year and may pick up more children as they are
identified.
The Art extension students are swapped each term to enable more students to participate.
It is great to have Rm 21 specified as a work place at the moment.  Funding is getting more
difficult with our students that we are trying to support, as there are students with higher needs
elsewhere and there is only so much money to go around, however we have received funding
which will allow us to plug this gap at the moment.
Unfortunately our support that we had planned for HR to take on this term in supporting our
Junior students hasn’t been as strong as we would have liked due to covering covid leave.   Next
term we have MC taking over this role and so will hopefully be able to bring this back on line.

Succession Planning
Probability of returning to stand at the September elections.
MLC - 90% sure will not be returning to the board due to external workload
SB - would like to return given the opportunity
RK - on Maternity leave until the end of the year.  We need to ensure she is able to stand while on
leave with NZSTA.
DP - 99% sure I won’t be returning
SM - 90% sure I will be returning
VY - will not be standing, however very happy to assist where needed.
We wish everyone all the best whether they are returning or not.  We would like to be able to
meet together on a Saturday to share insights and knowledge with the new board.

PTA - LC is looking at standing down, we would like to acknowledge this and her fantastic
contribution she has made to this role.

MK

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1hTJ1-r-vQnnspyLwytyLvZSqDwJGpdJksqGO37f4TQE/edit?usp=sharing
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4 Monitoring Reports Follow up
a) Principals Report

When will the upgrade for the wifi be?  Another 6mth due to supply issues.  We are on the
priority list.  The new build will be on the new system to start.

Any feedback with regard to the changes to the vaccine passes changing? not as yet.

As a parent, the communication with regards to changes made to covid settings has been
amazing.

Has there been any feedback on distance learning  from isolating families?  The hub is there, but
distance learning is not our focus with an 87% attendance.  We are however in touch with those
families who are learning from home and are looking forward to welcoming them back.

New build - we need the intermediate school to move first, hopefully everyone will be in prior to
the T3 holidays.

Motion: To accept Principals report as tabled
Raised SB, seconded SM, unanimous

b) Board Chair’s Report

Communicating with Zalene but the removal of the vaccine pass will make a difference to her
involvement.  MK has also had communication with her with regard to mihi, art projects, etc.
Thank you to SB for the board newsletter

Motion: To accept Chairperson's report as tabled
Raised SB, seconded DP, unanimous

c) Finance

Annual report has been sent off to the auditors. No material change to the surplus as identified at

the previous meeting.  With being closed for a portion of 2021 some costs weren’t incurred,

however also some projected income wasn’t received either.

Motion: To accept Finance report as tabled
Raised MK, seconded RK, unanimous
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d) Property

School house - VY in communication with the leasing team of MoE to ensure there are no issues
with the ground usage.  VY has also been in contact with the removal company in regards to
negotiating contracts to remove the house.
Pool grant - do we need to set up a school log in for the Auckland Council account? TG and SB to
catch up and organise this.

We will be having a 10ypp meeting shortly.  The hall can come off the water tightness repair
schedule.  MKs leaky office was due to a guttering issue so doesn’t need to be included.

e) Policies and Legislation:

Safety Management system ***** *****

Risk management ***** *****

Visitors Policies ***** *****

f)  Health & Safety

School crossing, it is fantastic to have support of the local board and the Constable who assists

with our transport safety.  There are a number of submissions that have occurred and we

welcome more.  It is definitely an issue that we need to continue fighting.   With the increased

traffic in the community and the increase in the size of the school this issue is only going to

continue unless AT addresses it.

g) Community Engagement

No interest received for the board elections as yet.

Motion: To accept all Reports as tabled
Raised MK, Seconded SB, unanimous

5 General Business Follow up
Other business:

Monitoring board time:

MLC 3  MK 10   DP 1  VY 2.5 SM 2 SB  2   RK 2
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6 Administration Follow Up
a) Motion: to approve the minutes of the meeting held March 2022 as a true and accurate

record:  Raised MLC, seconded SB, unanimous.

Action Points from previous minutes:

Action: VY to talk to the removal company and get in writing the costs the school would incur to
remove the house - ongoing
Action: MK to contact the MoE to ensure there is nothing further we need to do to remove the
house.- in progress; awaiting on answer
Action: MK to send school doc link and password to BoT members - RK to resend

Action:  to review are Safety Management system, Risk management, and Visitors Policies -
complete
Action: To send out communications by the end of the term - focus for the term, introduce the
board, thank you for the community support with the start of the year, succession in board -
complete
Action: MLC to write a welcome back introduction to the year; SB to write board update -
complete

Identify agenda items for next meeting  -

● Discussion with regards to the opening of the new build

● Review and confirm 10YPP (if we have the required information)

● School house removal project

● tbc

Meeting closed at: 8.46pm

RK

Next Meeting:  24 May 2022 at 6pm in Staffroom.


